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Which Depressed Patients Will Respond to Interpersonal
Psychotherapy? The Role of Abnormal EEG Sleep Profiles
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Objective: The authors tested the hypothesis that patients whose episodes of major depres-
sion evidenced more neurobiological disturbance would be less responsive to psychotherapy.
Method: The study subjects were outpatients who were given a diagnosis of recurrent major
depressive disorder (unipolar or bipolar II), according to the Research Diagnostic Criteria,
following an interview with the Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia. They
were classified into a group with normal sleep profiles (N=50) and a group with abnormal
sleep profiles (N=41) on the basis of a validated index score derived from three EEG sleep
variables monitored for 2 nights: sleep efficiency, REM latency, and REM density. The groups’
responses to short-term interpersonal psychotherapy were compared by means of chi-square
tests and life table and random effects model analyses. Responses to the addition of pharma-
cotherapy for subjects who did not respond to interpersonal psychotherapy were also com-
pared. Results: The patients with abnormal sleep profiles had significantly poorer clinical
outcomes with respect to symptom ratings, attrition rates, and remission rates than the patients
with more normal sleep profiles. Seventy-five percent of the patients who did not respond to
interpersonal psychotherapy had remissions during subsequent pharmacotherapy. Conclu-
sions: These findings help to define further a neurobiological “boundary” that may limit re-
sponse to psychotherapy in depression. An abnormal sleep profile may reflect a more marked
disturbance of CNS arousal that warrants pharmacotherapy.
 (Am J Psychiatry 1997; 154:502–509)

I t has long been argued that the milder depressions,
particularly those characterized by mood reactivity,

interpersonal difficulties, and/or “neurotic” traits, are
treatable with psychotherapy, whereas somatic strate-
gies are the treatment of choice for the more severe or
endogenous depressive disorders (1–5). Such observa-
tions date back over 80 years, spanning the seminal
work of Kraepelin (1) and Gillespie (2) and the intro-
duction of ECT and successive generations of antide-
pressants (3–5). This approach is reflected in ICD-10
(endogenous depression) and DSM-IV (melancholia),
as well as the practice guidelines published by the
Agency for Health Care Policy and Research (4) and the

American Psychiatric Association (5). Although sur-
prisingly few empirical data have emerged from con-
trolled clinical trials in support of these impressions (4,
6, 7), many experienced clinicians remain convinced
that the more endogenous depressions require somatic
antidepressant interventions. Thus, continued efforts to
identify differential predictors of response to psycho-
therapy and pharmacotherapy are worthwhile.

One problem hampering this line of research is the
lack of consensus about the particular constellation of
signs, symptoms, and historical correlates that best de-
fines the construct of endogenous depression (8, 9). The
reliability of potentially important criteria such as “dis-
tinct quality of mood,” “loss of mood reactivity,” and
“pervasive anhedonia” also may be problematic (10). A
third problem stems from the fact that a large proportion
of depressed outpatients present with an admixture of
endogenous and reactive characteristics (11, 12).

Laboratory methods may provide a more objective
assessment of the pathophysiology of depressive disor-
ders (13, 14). For example, the relation between hy-
pothalamic-pituitary-adrenocortical (HPA) axis activ-
ity and response to various forms of therapy has been
studied extensively (15). An abnormal response to the
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dexamethasone suppression test (DST) has been consis-
tently associated with a proper response to placebo
(15). To date, four studies have addressed the relation
between HPA activity and response to psychotherapy
(16–19). In two uncontrolled inpatient studies, meas-
ures of increased HPA activity predicted poorer re-
sponses to individual supportive psychotherapy (16) or
cognitive therapy (19). In two controlled outpatient
studies, subjects who were nonsuppressors on the DST
had significantly poorer responses to group (17) or in-
dividual (18) cognitive therapy than suppressors.
Therefore, increased HPA activity may indicate a
greater need for active somatic treatment, although the
relatively low prevalence of this abnormality in outpa-
tients limits practical utility.

In comparison with disturbances of HPA activity, ab-
normalities in all-night EEG sleep studies are more
common among depressed outpatients (20, 21). Re-
duced REM sleep latency is the most widely replicated
EEG sleep variable associated with clinical diagnoses of
endogenous depression (20–23), and both uncontrolled
studies (24, 25) and controlled studies (26–29) suggest
that patients with reduced REM latency may respond
poorly to placebo and/or favorably to antidepressants.
Reduced REM latency also has been associated with a
greater risk of relapse into depression (30). However,
six studies have examined response to various forms of
psychotherapy in patients with reduced REM latency,
and none has found a significant relationship (17, 31–
35). Several lines of evidence now indicate that reduced
REM latency, by itself, may be more a trait-like corre-
late of vulnerability to depression than a state-depen-
dent “marker” of endogenous depression (36–38).
Thus, the combination of reduced REM latency and
other more state-dependent neurobiological correlates,
such as poor sleep efficiency, increased phasic REM
sleep, and hypercortisolemia, is necessary to identify
depressed patients who “require” pharmacotherapy in-
stead of psychotherapy alone.

To test this hypothesis, a composite EEG sleep profile
(defined by REM latency, REM density, and sleep effi-
ciency) was identified and validated in a study compar-
ing depressed inpatients, depressed outpatients, and
normal control subjects (39). Although only 44% of a
group of 90 depressed outpatients were characterized
by abnormal EEG sleep profiles, these patients had sig-
nificantly poorer responses to cognitive behavior ther-
apy than patients with more normal profiles (40). Fur-
ther, during longitudinal follow-up, patients with
abnormal sleep profiles were significantly less likely to
recover fully and were significantly more likely to suffer
recurrent depressive episodes (40).

Replication of these findings is necessary, and it
should be determined whether EEG sleep abnormality
also predicts poor response to other forms of psycho-
therapy. Specifically, if the effect of an abnormal EEG
sleep profile is mediated by state-dependent deficits
in neurocognitive functioning (40), a therapy empha-
sizing interpersonal factors may not be adversely af-
fected. Indeed, in the National Institute of Mental Health

Treatment of Depression Collaborative Research Pro-
gram study (41), patients with higher pretreatment se-
verity scores on the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale
(42) had a poorer response to cognitive behavior ther-
apy but not to interpersonal psychotherapy (43). It is
also important to test a corollary prediction of this hy-
pothesis, namely, that patients with abnormal sleep
profiles will respond favorably to antidepressant phar-
macotherapy.

This article addresses the relation between EEG sleep
profiles and response to interpersonal psychotherapy in
unmedicated outpatients with recurrent depressive dis-
orders. Although the study design did not include a par-
allel group receiving pharmacotherapy, patients who
did not respond to interpersonal psychotherapy were
routinely treated with a standardized course of anti-
depressant medication.

METHOD

The study group included patients between the ages of 20 and 59
years; all provided explicit written informed consent. All of the pa-
tients were diagnosed as having a recurrent nonpsychotic major de-
pressive disorder, either unipolar or bipolar II subtype, according to
the Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia (44) and the
Research Diagnostic Criteria (45). Subjects were required to have had
at least one previous episode of major depression, with the previous
episode occurring within 2.5 years of the index episode and being
separated by at least 10 weeks of intervening remission. A score of 15
or more on the 17-item Hamilton depression scale (42) was also re-
quired at the time of initial evaluation.

Patients meeting criteria for bipolar I disorder were excluded, as were
those with rapid-cycling bipolar II disorder. Patients with a history of
other serious comorbid DSM-III-R axis I diagnoses (e.g., obsessive-com-
pulsive disorder, panic disorder, and substance abuse disorders) within
the previous 5 years also were excluded. In addition, patients with well-
established diagnoses of severe borderline personality disorder and/or
antisocial personality disorder were excluded. This axis II exclusion cri-
terion was based on our experience that such patients are less likely to
adhere to treatment and research procedures.

Histories were taken, and physical examinations and laboratory
studies (CBC, electrolytes, BUN, creatinine, glucose, thyroid func-
tion, liver enzymes, urinalysis, and ECG) were performed. Patients
with active medical problems were excluded from the study, but those
with minor or well-controlled problems (e.g., treated hypothyroidism
or stabilized essential hypertension) were eligible if they were not tak-
ing medications with substantial psychotropic effects.

A total of 219 patients were screened for the study; 64 did not
meet the psychiatric diagnostic criteria, 11 did not meet the depres-
sion severity criteria, two had a major or unstable medical disorder,
six refused to undergo sleep studies or other study procedures, two
received immediate treatment because of active suicidality, 13 re-
quested treatment with medication, and 27 had other reasons for
exclusion. Of the 94 patients who were accepted into the study,
data on 91 are included in this report; two patients were not stud-
ied in the sleep laboratory because of shift work, and one dropped
out after only a single night of study. The final study group in-
cluded 76 patients with unipolar major depression and 15 patients
with probable or definite bipolar II disorder.

All 91 patients underwent two consecutive nights of EEG sleep
recording after completion of the baseline clinical evaluations. Sub-
jects kept their habitual sleep and wake times for these sleep studies
and were instructed not to use alcohol or medications known to affect
sleep for 14 days before the studies. The sleep studies included a rou-
tine polysomnographic montage consisting of one channel of EEG
recording (C3 or C4, referenced to A1-A2), bilateral electro-oculo-
grams (EOGs) (referenced to A1-A2), and bipolar submental elec-
tromyograms (EMGs). The high- and low-frequency filter settings
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were 30 Hz and 0.3 Hz, respectively, for EEG and EOG, and 90 Hz
and 10 Hz for EMG. Paper speed was 10 mm/sec, and sensitivity on
the EEG channel was 5.0 µV/mm.

EEG sleep records were scored in 60-second epochs with the use
of standard criteria (46). Sleep onset was defined as the first of 10
consecutive minutes of stage 2 or deeper non-REM sleep, interrupted
by no more than 2 minutes of stage 1 or wakefulness. REM latency
was defined as the interval between sleep onset and the first period of
at least 3 consecutive minutes of REM sleep minus intervening wake-
fulness (47). Phasic REM activity was scored on a 0–8 scale for each
minute of sleep. Reliability of the scoring of the sleep variables was
excellent (i.e., intraclass correlation coefficients were ≥0.85) and was
monitored by monthly reliability checks.

An abnormal EEG sleep profile based on REM latency, sleep effi-
ciency, and REM density was found to discriminate reliably between
depressed patients and age-matched healthy control subjects in a pre-
vious study (39). The profile was quantified as a discriminant index
score, which was computed for each subject with the following equa-
tion: –20.5 + (0.0519 × REM latency) – (1.61 × REM density) +
(0.22 × sleep efficiency) (39). Discriminant index scores of 0 or lower
were classified as abnormal. The construct validity of the abnormal
classification was supported by the prevalence of these particular
sleep disturbances in earlier studies of endogenous depression (48–
50), as well as by the association between these variables and hyper-
cortisolism (22, 51–53). The classification showed good test-retest
stability (86%) over a 2- to 3-week interval in a study of 22 unmedi-
cated inpatients (39).

When the current study group was classified with the use of this
method, 41 subjects (45%) met the criteria for an abnormal sleep
profile (i.e., a profile similar to that of depressed inpatients), and 50
subjects (55%) were classified as having a normal sleep profile (i.e.,
similar to that of healthy control subjects). The percentage of abnor-
mal profiles was virtually identical to the 44% rate observed in an
earlier study of an independent group of depressed outpatients (40).

The abnormal/normal sleep profile classification served as the ma-

jor independent variable in the cur-
rent study. Table 1 summarizes the
demographic and baseline clinical
characteristics of the two groups.
Patients with abnormal sleep pro-
files tended to be somewhat older
and were more likely to be classi-
fied as having the endogenous and/
or bipolar II subtype, but these dif-
ferences were not statistically sig-
nificant. In fact, only length of cur-
rent episode differed at the p≤0.05
level. Exploratory analyses indi-
cated no significant relation what-
soever between length of index epi-
sode and any measure of outcome.
Therefore, this variable was not co-
varied in subsequent analyses.

Pretreatment severity of illness
was also studied as a main effect be-
cause of its potential importance in
predicting response to psychother-
apy (7). Following the method used
in the Treatment of Depression
Collaborative Research Program
study (41), we classified the illness
of patients who scored 19 or lower
on the first 17 items of the Hamil-
ton depression scale as “less se-
vere” (N=49) and the illness of pa-
tients scoring 20 or higher as “more
severe” (N=42).

All patients were treated initially
with interpersonal psychotherapy
(43). This short-term psychother-
apy focuses on difficulties in the pa-
tient’s current life circumstances
and interpersonal relationships.

The therapists were experienced social workers or clinical psycholo-
gists and were trained to criterion (54) before participating in the
research; most had more than 5 years of experience treating depressed
outpatients with interpersonal psychotherapy. Although independent
assessments of adherence to interpersonal psychotherapy techniques
were not carried out, audiotapes of therapy sessions were reviewed
by one of us (C.L.C.) in biweekly group supervision.

Acute-phase psychotherapy consisted of up to 16 weekly 45- to
60-minute sessions. Additional sessions were permitted in crisis situ-
ations. Patients who were not progressing in therapy could be with-
drawn early if there were major clinical concerns. Conversely, partial
responders received up to 10 additional weeks of therapy to consoli-
date a more complete remission.

Patients who did not respond to interpersonal psychotherapy
were routinely treated with pharmacotherapy, which was con-
ducted by faculty psychiatrists (D.J.B., C.L.C., A.G.M.). Patients
continued to receive interpersonal psychotherapy during pharma-
cotherapy. During the first 18 months of enrollment, imipramine
(150–300 mg/day) was our clinic’s drug of choice (N=21). There-
after, fluoxetine (20–60 mg/day) was used (N=17).

Depressive symptoms were assessed with the Hamilton depression
scale at each visit. Remission was defined as 4 consecutive weeks with
a 17-item Hamilton depression scale score of 7 or lower. An ex-
tended, 25-item version of the Hamilton depression scale (including
ratings of hypersomnia, hyperphagia, and weight gain) (55) was used
as the continuous outcome measure because of the high prevalence
of reversed vegetative symptoms among patients with recurrent de-
pression (56).

Statistical analyses were guided by the intention-to-treat principle;
that is, data on all patients who began treatment were included in the
analysis. The planned analysis had three steps. First, remission rates
following interpersonal psychotherapy and pharmacotherapy were
compared by means of chi-square or Fisher’s exact probability tests.
Second, remission rates over time were compared by means of sur-
vival analyses; the cumulative curves were plotted with the use of a

TABLE 1. Demographic and Pretreatment Clinical Characteristics of Patients With Major Depression
and Abnormal or Normal Sleep Profiles

Variable
Total Group

(N=91)

Patients With
Abnormal Sleep

(N=41)

Patients With
Normal Sleep

(N=50)

N % N % N %
Sex

Male 26 29 11 27 15 30
Female 65 71 30 73 35 70

Marital status
Married 36 40 17 41 19 38
Other 55 60 24 59 31 62

Race
White 86 95 39 95 47 94
Black  5  5  2  5  3  6

Diagnosis
Unipolar 76 84 32 78 44 88
Bipolar II 15 16  9 22  6 12

RDC definite endogenous type 57 63 27 66 30 60

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Age at start of study (years) 35.3  8.8 36.8  8.6 34.0  8.7
Education (years) 15.7  1.7 16.0  1.5 15.4  1.8
Duration of index episode (weeks)a 23.0 19.3 17.7 11.3 27.4 23.2
Age at onset (years) 24.2  7.4 25.0  7.4 23.6  7.3
Number of previous episodes  5.3  5.7  5.6  5.7  5.0  5.7
Previous wellness interval (weeks) 53.9 41.0 56.3 37.6 52.0 43.7
Baseline Hamilton depression score

17-item scale 19.6  4.1 19.6  4.2 19.5  4.1
25-item scale 24.0  4.6 23.8  4.2 24.2  4.9

Baseline Global Assessment Scale score 56.6  6.9 55.8  7.8 57.3  6.2

aLog transformation; significant difference between groups (t=–2.13, df=89, p=0.04).
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modification of the Kaplan-Meier method
(57). This method counts the data of all pa-
tients until either the critical outcome (i.e., re-
mission) takes place or the patient is with-
drawn from the protocol (i.e., the data are
censored) because of attrition or initiation of
antidepressant medication. The sleep profile
groups were subgrouped by pretreatment se-
verity of illness (more severe/less severe), and
statistical significance was tested with the Cox
proportional hazard model (57). Third, out-
come on the Hamilton depression scale was
assessed by using the random effects model
with repeated measures for time (58). The ran-
dom effects model includes all available data
points for all subjects who began treatment,
without carrying forward endpoint scores.
The model studied effects of time (a within-
subject effect) and sleep group and severity
group (between-subjects effects) and their in-
teractions. For the purposes of this report, as-
sessments at weeks 0, 4, 8, 12, and (if avail-
able) 16 were analyzed.

We anticipated a moderate effect size of
sleep group (i.e., a between-group difference
of about 25% in remission rates) (40). All
categorical tests of a priori hypotheses were
therefore made with one-sided tests in order to
maximize statistical power (59). With cell
numbers of 41 and 49, the power to detect a difference of this mag-
nitude (e.g., 60% versus 35%) with a 2 × 2 chi-square test was 0.77
for a one-sided test (alpha=0.05) (59). The Wald Z score transforma-
tion was used to calculate one-sided probabilities for the log-rank
chi-square statistic derived from the survival analysis.

RESULTS

The patients received a mean of 12.6 sessions (SD=
7.6) of interpersonal psychotherapy, and 45 patients
(49%) completed 12 or more sessions of therapy.
Among those who did not complete 12 weeks of inter-
personal psychotherapy alone, three dropped out for
personal reasons, three were withdrawn because of non-
compliance, one was withdrawn when a concomitant
diagnosis of sleep apnea was confirmed, 20 were with-
drawn early because they did not respond to treatment,
and 19 terminated early after achieving remission.

Forty-four patients (48%) achieved remission with
interpersonal psychotherapy alone; these included 12
(46%) of the 26 men and 32 (49%) of the 65 women.
Eighteen (43%) of the 42 patients in the more severely
ill group had remissions, compared with 26 (53%) of
the 49 in the less severely ill group (p=0.22, Fisher’s
exact probability test). By contrast, remission rates dif-
fered significantly in the EEG sleep groups: 15 patients
(37%) with abnormal pretreatment sleep profiles expe-
rienced remission, compared with 29 patients (58%) in
the normal sleep group (p=0.03, Fisher’s exact prob-
ability test).

Figure 1 depicts the cumulative remission rates in the
normal and abnormal sleep groups, stratified by sever-
ity subgroup. As was the case with the simple categori-
cal comparison, there was a modest but statistically sig-
nificant effect of sleep group (Wald Z=1.68, p<0.05).
Furthermore, attrition from acute treatment with inter-

personal psychotherapy alone was nonrandom: the
data of significantly more patients in the abnormal
sleep group were censored from the life table analysis
before remission (χ2=5.1, df=1, p=0.01). Neither sever-
ity (p=0.56) nor the severity-by-sleep-group interaction
(p=0.63) contributed significantly in the Cox propor-
tional hazard model analysis. Median times to remis-
sion could not be compared because of the low remis-
sion rate in the abnormal sleep group.

In the random effects model analysis of Hamilton de-
pression scale scores, the main effect of time was signifi-
cant (F=76.64, df=4, 326, p<0.0001) and the main effect
of severity was significant (F=14.12, df=1, 87,
p=0.0003), whereas the main effect of sleep group was
not (F=1.36, df=1, 87, p=0.25). Importantly, both the se-
verity-by-time interaction and the sleep-group-by-time
interaction were significant (F=3.53, df=4, 326, p<0.008,
and F=2.43, df= 4, 326, p<0.05, respectively). Figure 2
illustrates these interactions. In the left panel, the sever-
ity-by-time interaction reflects a more rapid decline of
Hamilton depression scale scores among the more se-
verely depressed patients. Interpretation of this finding is
compromised, however, by the possibility of regression
to the mean (i.e., the higher scores of the more severely ill
group may simply fall faster). The right panel illustrates
that the sleep-group-by-time interaction was principally
a function of the poorer outcome of the abnormal sleep
profile group during the first 8 weeks of therapy. Neither
the interaction term for sleep group by severity group nor
the interaction term for sleep group by severity group by
time was significant (F=0.17, df=1, 87, p=0.68, and
F=0.49, df=4, 326, p=0.74). Of note, patients in the ab-
normal sleep group who completed at least 12 weeks of
interpersonal psychotherapy ended treatment with Ham-
ilton depression scale scores similar to those in the nor-
mal sleep profile group (figure 2, right panel).

FIGURE 1. Cumulative Remission Rates of Patients With Major Depression, Stratified by
Sleep Profile and Severity of Illness, Treated With Interpersonal Psychotherapy
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Thirty-seven of the 47 patients who did not respond
to interpersonal psychotherapy were treated with phar-
macotherapy. Among the 10 other nonresponders to in-
terpersonal psychotherapy, seven had withdrawn from
the study and three declined pharmacotherapy. Re-
sponse to pharmacotherapy was similar in the abnor-
mal and normal sleep groups (remission rates: abnor-
mal sleep group, 75% [N=15 of 20]; normal sleep
group, 71% [N=12 of 17]; χ2=0.01, df=1, p=0.94).
When outcomes were compared across treatment
phases, however, the abnormal sleep group had a sig-
nificantly higher remission rate when treated with the
combination of pharmacotherapy and interpersonal
psychotherapy (75%) than when treated with interper-
sonal psychotherapy alone (37%) (χ2=7.9, df=1, p<
0.001), whereas outcomes of the two treatments were
more comparable in the normal sleep group (71% ver-
sus 58%; χ2=0.8, df=1, p=0.36).

DISCUSSION

These findings replicate and extend our group’s initial
report (40) documenting poorer response to cognitive be-
havior therapy among patients with abnormal EEG sleep
profiles. When the two studies are compared, the remis-
sion rates after psychotherapy of patients with abnormal
sleep profiles (45% and 37%) are quite similar. The effect
sizes observed in these two studies (i.e., 21% differences
in remission rates) are both clinically meaningful and simi-
lar to the average drug/placebo difference observed in

controlled pharmacotherapy
studies of major depressive
disorder (4). Importantly, we
also found that patients with
abnormal sleep profiles did
not have inherently poor
prognoses: 75% of the pa-
tients who did not respond to
interpersonal psychotherapy
had remissions following the
addition of pharmacotherapy.

There was no evidence that
pretreatment severity of ill-
ness adversely affected re-
sponse to interpersonal psy-
chotherapy. The literature
pertaining to the relation be-
tween severity of symptoms
and response to psychother-
apy shows mixed results (60),
and several other groups be-
sides ours have also failed to
find such a relationship (61,
62). Of particular interest are
the findings of the Treatment
of Depression Collaborative
Research Program study
(41), in which patients with
Hamilton depression scale

scores above 20 responded as well to interpersonal psy-
chotherapy as those with less severe depressive episodes.

The current study has several potentially important
implications. First, our findings are consistent with the
traditional view that more “biologically disturbed” de-
pressive episodes are less responsive to psychotherapy
(3, 5, 9). Conversely, among the patients who did not
respond to interpersonal psychotherapy, pharma-
cotherapy was equally effective for those with abnor-
mal and those with normal sleep profiles.

Second, as in our earlier study (40), the relation be-
tween EEG sleep abnormality and response to therapy
was not a simple epiphenomenon of severity of symp-
toms. This may help to explain why studies using clini-
cal assessments of severity or endogenous symptoms
have not consistently documented differences in re-
sponse to psychotherapy or pharmacotherapy (6, 7).
Specifically, it may be that only the subgroup of de-
pressed patients who exhibit objective signs of neurobi-
ological dysfunction are less responsive to psychother-
apy. In this regard, poorer response to psychotherapy
among depressed patients has also been associated with
nonsuppression of cortisol on the DST or elevated uri-
nary free cortisol concentrations (16–19).

Third, it has been hypothesized that the abnormal
EEG sleep profile reflects a state of pathologically in-
creased CNS arousal (50). This state may be the result
of high levels of corticotropin-releasing hormone, rela-
tively increased cholinergic activity, and/or decreased
inhibitory serotonergic neurotransmission (11). Con-
sistent with the nocturnal hyperarousal hypothesis,

FIGURE 2. Mean Scores on the Hamilton Depression Scale (25-item Version) of Patients With Major
Depression, Stratified by Sleep Profile and Severity of Illness, Treated With Interpersonal Psycho-
therapya

aRandom effects model analysis. Left panel illustrates the severity-by-time interaction. Right panel
illustrates the sleep-group-by-time interaction.
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preliminary studies of glucose metabolism during the
first non-REM period show that depressed patients
have higher metabolic rates than nondepressed control
subjects in almost all brain areas, including the pre-
frontal cortex (63). By contrast, functional imaging
studies in depressed patients who are awake have
shown decreased glucose metabolism in the anterolat-
eral prefrontal cortex, particularly in the left hemi-
sphere (64, 65).

The relation between disturbances of sleep neuro-
physiology and impaired waking prefrontal cortical
function may hinge on neural circuits that link the pon-
tine cholinergic nuclei that trigger the onset of REM
sleep with the thalamus and ascending thalamocortical
pathways (66). Regions of the thalamus involved in
generation of slow wave sleep also form circuits with
the prefrontal cortex (66, 67). Thus, abnormally in-
creased “drive” from the brainstem during sleep may
cause a compensatory or pathologic dysregulation of
prefrontal cortical activity. Such dysfunction, in turn,
may account for the depressed patient’s problems in us-
ing abstraction or complex problem-solving skills in
therapy (40). Other related neurophysiological altera-
tions, including the cumulative effects of poor sleep
(67), cognitive deficits mediated by hypercortisolism
(19, 68), blunting of noradrenergic and dopaminergic
mechanisms involved in hedonic capacity (69, 70), and
persistently intense dysphoric affects associated with in-
creased phasic REM sleep (71), may also contribute to
the inability of some depressed people to use therapy
successfully (40). Patients manifesting such distur-
bances may respond preferentially to pharmacotherapy
or ECT because of the more powerful or direct effects
of these treatments on relevant neurophysiological
processes, including REM suppression, enhancement of
serotonergic neurotransmission, and stabilization of
HPA activity (11, 72).

Despite such interesting implications, the immediate
clinical utility of EEG sleep studies for prediction of dif-
ferential response to treatment is limited by the expense
and inconvenience of all-night polysomnographic stud-
ies. If our hypothesis about impaired neural systems is
correct, more finely tuned clinical assessments of atten-
tion span, working memory, mood reactivity, and he-
donic capacity may provide a more feasible way to pre-
dict responsiveness to psychotherapy.

Other limitations of the current study include the lack
of parallel comparison groups treated with atten-
tion/placebo and pharmacological interventions and
the exclusion of patients with serious comorbidity. The
former precludes an assessment of interpersonal psy-
chotherapy’s efficacy per se, whereas the latter limits
generalizability to unselected populations. It could also
be argued that a number of the nonresponders to inter-
personal psychotherapy received suboptimal trials of
therapy. For example, 44% of the nonresponders at-
tended fewer than 12 sessions of therapy, and the integ-
rity of the interpersonal psychotherapy sessions was not
confirmed by an independent expert reviewer. Consis-
tent with this suggestion, the response of the abnormal

and normal sleep groups did not differ significantly
with respect to the subset of patients who completed at
least 12 weeks of interpersonal psychotherapy.

In summary, our findings support a traditional model
of differential therapeutics for the depressive disorders
that has been difficult to confirm with empirical data
(7, 60). These findings suggest that a neurobiological
“boundary” may delimit outpatients’ response to psy-
chotherapy but not to pharmacotherapy. Concomitant
studies of HPA activity may help to define this bound-
ary further (16–19). Identifying waking clinical corre-
lates of these boundary markers represents a major
challenge for future research.
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